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Abstract

Upper limb amputees lack the valuable tactile sensing that helps provide context about the 

surrounding environment. Here we utilize tactile information to provide active touch feedback to a 

prosthetic hand. First, we developed fingertip tactile sensors for producing biomimetic spiking 

responses for monitoring contact, release, and slip of an object grasped by a prosthetic hand. We 

convert the sensor output into pulses, mimicking the rapid and slowly adapting spiking responses 

of receptor afferents found in the human body. Second, we designed and implemented two 

neuromimetic event-based algorithms, Compliant Grasping and Slip Prevention, on a prosthesis to 

create a local closed-loop tactile feedback control system (i.e. tactile information is sent to the 

prosthesis). Grasping experiments were designed to assess the benefit of this biologically inspired 

neuromimetic tactile feedback to a prosthesis. Results from able-bodied and amputee subjects 

show the average number of objects that broke or slipped during grasping decreased by over 50% 

and the average time to complete a grasping task decreased by at least 10% for most trials when 

comparing neuromimetic tactile feedback with no feedback on a prosthesis. Our neuromimetic 

method of closed-loop tactile sensing is a novel approach to improving the function of upper limb 

prostheses.
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1 Introduction

Prosthetic hands are important tools for improving the lives of upper limb amputees; 

however, most of these devices lack the ability to determine and understand the sense of 

touch. This lack of tactile feedback can cause issues such as unstable grasping of objects as 

many amputees are forced to rely primarily on visual feedback to ensure their prosthetic 

limb is behaving appropriately. Relying primarily on visual feedback with no tactile input 

can be rather burdensome for an amputee when it comes to picking up, holding, or 

manipulating objects with their prosthesis. In healthy hands, numerous mechanoreceptors 

within the skin allow for our sense of touch and make up the closed-loop tactile feedback 

system that provides us with valuable information regarding our environment [1], [2].

Many of the prosthetic arms today are controlled using myoelectric (EMG) signals [3]–[6]. 

Recent advances in EMG prosthesis control have allowed for functional improvements [7] 

and new EMG pattern recognition techniques have shown promise for a more natural control 

of a prosthesis [8], [9]. These EMG control methods are useful for creating prosthetic 

systems with more intuitive control, but amputees still face the problem of no tactile 

feedback in their control strategies. This lack of touch information can give rise to issues 

such as accidentally breaking or dropping an object as the prosthesis user is unable to 

determine the amount of grip force being used or when the object comes into contact with 

the prosthesis.

Knowledge gained through active touch sensing plays an important role in many 

manipulation tasks [10]–[13], and research suggests that using information such as grip 

force and pressure can help improve the functionality and grasping control of prosthetic 

hands [14]–[19]. Advancements in closed-loop prosthesis control include improving grasp 

force sensitivity by incorporating force-derivative feedback in a prosthetic hand to help 

regulate grasping force [17], a nonlinear force controller for estimating and reducing the 

force fluctuations during grasping [20], and even a hybrid force-velocity sliding mode 

controller for preventing excessive grasping force [21]. Recent progress has shown the 

benefit of providing visual force feedback to prevent slip during grasping [22] as well as 

using an adaptive sliding mode prosthesis control to help prevent grasped object slip and 

deformation [18].

Current approaches fail to take into account the biological aspects of tactile sensing, 

specifically the behavior of mechanoreceptors in identifying onset and offset of object 

contact. This type of behavior is vital for stable grasping as we rely heavily on active touch 

sensing to gain information of an object [23], [24]. We use the mechanoreceptors for active 

touch sensing as a means to better understand a task, whether that is holding an object or 

discriminating a fine texture [24]. In healthy skin, the transient behavior of rapidly adapting 

(RA) receptors is believed to send information to the peripheral nervous system regarding 

the onset of object contact and release while the sustained response of the slowly adapting 

type 1 (SA1) receptors is thought to convey information regarding the amount of static grip 

force (Fig. 1) [23], [25]. It has been shown that by using these event-based responses along 

with numerous other inputs we are able to manipulate and grab objects with high precision 

and reliability [1]. Drawing inspiration from biology, an event-based approach could be 
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engineered as a neuromimetic system to enable active touch sensing for a prosthesis that 

relies on object contact and release events made evident through spiking behavior.

Neuromimetic systems aim to imitate some aspect of brain function using analogous neural 

elements, such as spiking activity [26], [27]. Neurologically inspired approaches have been 

employed for visual information processing [28] and object recognition [29] as well as for 

modeling neural circuits, eye movements, and other sensory systems [30]–[33]. Here we 

model a tactile sensing system using RA ‘event-based’ responses to determine object contact 

and slip in conjunction with SA1 type information of sustained grasping force to create a 

neuromimetic control method for a prosthetic system. We hypothesize that this bioinspired 

approach will create a closed-loop tactile feedback system that can prevent object damage 

and slip during grasping with a prosthesis.

One study showed how different feedback modalities can influence a person’s ability to 

detect and correct for an object slipping. The response time in healthy humans for preventing 

object slip by using EMG signals ranged from 1.51 – 1.75 s, depending on the feedback 

modality [34]. However, during grasping, the natural reflex pathway in healthy adults is 

capable of responding between 50 – 70 ms after the onset of slip occurs [35], [36]. The 

disconnect between muscle contractions and prosthesis movements for an upper limb 

amputee introduces an inherent delay when compared to the automatic skeletal muscle 

response triggered by efferent nerve fibers in the peripheral nervous system [2], [35], [37]. 

Thus, there is a need for a closed-loop tactile feedback system for prostheses with the ability 

to make quick, accurate adjustments in real-time during grasping, similar to our very own 

reflex pathway.

In this work we 1) present compliant force sensors to monitor grasping forces as active 

tactile sensory inputs to a prosthesis control unit, and 2) implement our neuromimetic force 

based control algorithms, Compliant Grasping and Slip Prevention, on the prosthesis 

controller to create an active closed-loop tactile feedback system for improving grasping 

functionality of a prosthetic hand, as outlined by Fig. 2. In this work, tactile feedback is sent 

directly to the prosthesis controller and not the user.

2 Materials and Models

In this work we use a prosthesis control unit (Infinite Biomedical Technologies, Baltimore, 

USA), housed within the prosthesis socket, to interface with a bebionic3 prosthetic hand 

(Steeper, UK) via a standard coaxial plug. The prosthetic hand is operated using a two site 

EMG control strategy. The compliant fingertip sensors serve as an input into the 

neuromimetic algorithms, which are embedded on the control unit, to create the closed-loop 

tactile feedback system (Fig. 2).

2.1 Textile Force Sensor

We have designed and built a customized textile force sensitive resistor (FSR) to measure 

applied loads during grasping with a prosthetic hand. The sensors are based on previous 

designs with stretchable textiles [38] and designed specifically for the fingertips of a 

prosthetic hand. Sensor cuffs, as seen in Fig. 3a, are made up of stretchable conductive 
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textile traces (LessEMF, Latham, USA) placed on a textile backing and covered by a 

stretchable outer layer. A 3 mm rubber layer (Dragon Skin 10, Smooth-On, USA) is used to 

add compliance to the grasping surface of the prosthesis. The sensors were previously 

characterized and verified for use in prosthetic applications, particularly during grasping 

tasks [39].

The textile FSRs are designed to easily fit on the phalanx of an existing prosthesis, removing 

any need for special disassembly or mechanical manipulation of the device. For this work, 

the sensor cuff (Fig. 3a) is placed on the thumb, index, and middle distal phalanges of the 

bebionic3 prosthetic hand, as shown in Fig. 3b. The relationship between the applied surface 

load and the sensor output is described in [39].

2.2 Neuromimetic Algorithms

The normal force measured by the sensors is used as an analog to skin indentations that 

produce RA and SA1 responses. Rapid changes in the applied force, as measured by the 

sensors, are translated to an RA-like spiking response to indicate object contact and release, 

as seen in Fig. 4. This is achieved by measuring the rate of change of the force signal and 

characterizing positive changes as the onset of object contact and negative changes as object 

release. In addition, the absolute value of a sustained applied load is simultaneously 

measured by the sensor to capture SA1-like information of a steady-state force or indention 

(Fig. 4). In our approach, these signals serve as the active tactile inputs for the neuromimetic 

prosthesis grasping algorithms.

2.2.1 Compliant Grasping Control—This control strategy determines when the 

prosthetic hand contacts an object and modulates the hand’s response to the user’s EMG 

signal during a grasping task based on the applied force from the fingertip sensors to 

promote a stable prosthesis grip without overexerting forces on an object. Our approach to 

compliant grasping is to create a device to implement a feed-forward EMG gain control 

model that uses an RA-like sensor response, R(t), to determine object contact and the static 

SA1-like sensor response, S(t), to determine the absolute grip force. The RA-like sensor 

response, R(t), is modeled as a high pass filtered signal of the SA1-like sensor response, 

S(t), and approximated using Newton’s quotient

where Δt is the time between measurements. This creates the spiking response that can be 

used for determining the onset of object contact and release. Object contact is defined as a 

threshold crossing by the RA or SA1-like sensor response

with β = 0.08 N/ms and η = 0.1 N, which were found experimentally to be outside of the 

normal force rate fluctuations of the sensor and the minimum force needed for sensor 
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activation, respectively [39]. After object contact during a grasping task, the prosthesis 

control unit actively modulates the user’s EMG signals by applying a gain reduction, α, 

which is dependent on the SA1-like sensor response, S(t). This is outlined in Fig. 5 and is 

given by the piecewise function

where γ is the EMG gain threshold of 20%. To find γ we took the average EMG amplitude 

of several maximum effort contractions and found the percentage of the signal needed to 

maintain prosthesis control. The 8 N threshold was chosen to ensure continuity of the gain 

reduction function, α, as it is the intersection of the two parts of the piecewise function. 

Because the prosthetic hand operates using proportional control, a reduced EMG signal will 

result in an appropriately reduced hand reaction. The exponential decrease of the EMG gain 

was found heuristically to allow for finer manipulation with smaller grasping forces, which 

makes it ideal when handling delicate objects that are easily crushed, compared to an 

inversely proportional or inverse sigmoidal decaying function. Fig. 6 shows the actual EMG 

gain output from the prosthesis controller based on the measured force signal during active 

Compliant Grasping feedback control. The goal of this algorithm is to allow the user to 

make fine force adjustments, due to the decreasing EMG gain, after contacting an object 

without the worry of over grasping and breaking the object.

2.2.2 Slip Prevention Control—During prosthesis grasping it is useful to have a stable 

grip on the target object. For this case, we introduce a neuromimetic Slip Prevention 
algorithm that uses the RA-like sensor response, R(t), to determine the offset (i.e. slip) of 

object contact. While object contact is determined by a positive increase in R(t), as described 

in the previous section, object release is determined by a negative change in R(t).

A negative change in the grip force, less than −β, indicates movement or release between the 

prosthesis and grasped object interface and triggers the prosthesis to close for time τ. The 

value of τ is chosen as 45 ms, which is similar to actual grip force adjustment times found in 

humans [35]. This time was also verified experimentally as enough time for the prosthesis 

motors to respond to the hand close signal. The algorithm is continuously monitoring S(t), 
so the total time of hand closure, T, is increased by τ for every instance of slip, n, and can be 

modeled using the update equation
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where Δt is the elapsed time between iterations, i, and is dependent on the prosthesis control 

unit sampling rate. The prosthesis receives a close signal for time Ti, which will increase 

with increasing instances of slip, n. This algorithm is outlined in Fig. 5, and its output is 

shown in Fig. 7, which portrays the RA-like sensor response, R(t) and the corresponding 

signal to close the prosthesis.

In the event that the user intends to release a grasped object from the prosthesis an 

intentional EMG “open” signal will override the automatic hand closure reflex signal from 

the Slip Prevention algorithm.

3 Experimental Methods

To evaluate the use of active tactile feedback during prosthesis operation, we developed a 

series of grasping experiments that require a human subject to pick up and handle objects 

with a bebionic3 prosthetic hand. To evaluate the algorithms with an adequate sample size, 

10 able-bodied subjects participated in the experiments. To evaluate the touch feedback 

system with actual prosthesis users, 2 transradial amputees, one of whom is a bilateral 

amputee and the other a unilateral amputee, participated in experiments. All subjects 

consented to participate in the experiments, which were approved by the Johns Hopkins 

Medicine Institutional Review Board.

3.1 Hardware and Data Collection

To operate the prosthesis, able-bodied subjects wore a customized brace, Fig. 8a, while the 

amputee participants used their personal prosthetic sockets, Fig. 8b. A tripod grip (Fig. 9) 

was used by all subjects during the grasping tasks and the EMG signals used to control the 

prosthesis were collected using a pair of Otto Bock electrodes (MYOBOCK, Otto Bock 

healthcare, Minneapolis, USA) placed on the forearm of the subject. The same pair of 

electrodes was used for all able-bodied subjects and the amputee subjects used personal Otto 

Bock EMG electrodes that were already embedded within their socket.

Fingertip sensors were placed on the thumb, index, and middle fingers of the prosthesis, as 

seen in Fig. 3b. Each sensor contains a sensing element at the distal end and tip of the finger, 

and they communicate directly with the prosthesis controller (Infinite Biomedical 

Technologies, USA) at 260 Hz. To test the individual touch feedback strategies, an external 

switch was placed on the prosthesis controller to change between the Compliant Grasping 
and the Slip Prevention algorithms. This allows each algorithm to be evaluated 

independently of the other. Data were sent via serial communication between the prosthesis 

controller and a PC and analyzed using LabVIEW (National Instruments, USA). Every 

experiment was recorded using a Sony Nex-5R digital camera for monitoring time and 

object movement during the experiments. A paired t-test with confidence interval (COI) of 

95% is used for analyzing whether the data reject the null hypothesis when compared to 

each other.

3.2 Able-Bodied Experiments

Two different tasks were designed to test the functionality of the Compliant Grasping and 

Slip Prevention algorithms. Each able-bodied subject performed the tasks using 1) an 
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unmodified bebionic3 prosthetic hand, 2) the prosthesis with the neuromimetic feedback for 

compliant grasping and slip control, and finally 3) the prosthesis with the finger sensors 

deactivated. There is no cosmesis, a skin-like glove, on the unmodified prosthesis. The 

reason for the final case with deactivated sensors is to investigate the effect of the sensors’ 

material on the system’s performance during grasping. Each subject was allowed to train 

with the prosthesis, both unmodified and with sensors attached, for up to a total of 15 

minutes to learn basic operation and control of the device before starting the experiments.

3.2.1 Compliant Grasping—Common objects that are relatively easy to break were 

chosen for this task and are shown in Fig. 10. Most of these items have been used in 

previous prosthesis and robotic grasping tasks [14], [40], [41]. To ensure repeatability, we 

quantified the mass of the items as well as the amount of force required to break each item, 

as seen in Table 1. For this experiment, an object is considered broken when it exceeds its 

yield strength and undergoes plastic deformation [42]. Each trial consists of picking up and 

moving 5 items of the same type approximately 25 cm. Every able-bodied subject completed 

a single trial of five movements for each object type. The trials were repeated for the 

unmodified prosthesis, the prosthesis with the neuromimetic touch feedback algorithms, and 

the prosthesis with deactivated sensors. The order of trials was randomized and the number 

of broken objects as well as the time to complete a trial were measured.

3.2.2 Slip Prevention—To induce slip, weight is added to an empty polypropylene 

cylinder, held by the subject, in either 1 N increments (up to 5 N) or a single increment of 

3.8 N. The two methods of weight addition allow for measuring the effect of small (1 N) and 

large (3.8 N) changes in the grasped object’s weight. The weights are dropped from the top 

of the cylinder every time and fall approximately 12 cm to the bottom of the cylinder. The 

vertical distance moved by the grasped cylinder and the number of times it slipped 

completely from the prosthesis’ grasp were measured using the high definition digital video 

camera at 30 fps. Each able-bodied subject performed each weight addition trial 3 times.

3.3 Amputee Experiments

To evaluate the neuromimetic tactile feedback system with actual prosthesis users, 2 

transradial amputees participated in the experiments. Both amputee subjects used their own 

prosthetic system, which included the socket, electrodes, a prosthesis control unit, and a 

bebionic3 prosthetic hand. Both subjects regularly use their bebionic3 hand without a 

cosmesis during daily activities and have been using a prosthesis for 3 years or more.

The amputee subjects performed the same Compliant Grasping and Slip Prevention tasks as 

described in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively, and did so using 1) their unmodified bebionic3 

prosthesis, 2) the prosthesis with the neuromimetic feedback for compliant grasping and slip 

control, and finally 3) the prosthesis with the finger sensors deactivated.

For the Compliant Grasping task, both amputee subjects performed 4 trials of every object 

movement with the un-modified prosthesis, the prosthesis with the neuromimetic tactile 

feedback, and the prosthesis with deactivated sensors. For the Slip Prevention task, one 

amputee subject performed each weight addition trial 4 times. The bilateral amputee subject 

did not participate in this grasping task.
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4 Results

The results from the grasping tasks are separated by able-bodied and amputee subjects. The 

data collected from the two different grasping tasks are separated in order to evaluate the 

two neuromimetic algorithms independently. All error bars in the following plots represent 

the standard error of the mean and a paired t-test is used for analyzing the statistical 

significance of the able-bodied subject results. A statistical analysis was not performed for 

the amputee subjects’ results because of the small sample size, which was also the case in 

[7].

4.1 Compliant Grasping

For both subject types, the average number of broken items, as a percentage of the total 

number of items moved, is shown in Fig. 11. An object is considered broken if its elastic 

limit is exceeded and it undergoes plastic deformation during the grasp [42]. In general, the 

unmodified prosthesis broke the most number of items, and the number of broken objects 

decreases significantly with the use of compliant fingertip sensors and feedback. Fig. 12 

shows the normalized time for completing a trial based on the target object. To allow 

comparison across the subjects of a group, the time to complete a trial for an object was 

normalized against the completion time of using the unmodified prosthesis for that same 

object.

4.1.1 Able-Bodied Subjects—The number of broken objects (Fig. 11a) dropped from 

44%, 32%, 2%, and 4% while using the unmodified prosthesis to 16%, 10%, 0%, and 2% 

while using the prosthesis with deactivated sensors for the foam pieces, crackers, cups, and 

eggs, respectively, for able-bodied subjects. The failure rate for the foam and crackers 

decreased further to 10% and 8% while there was no change for the cups and eggs with the 

Compliant Grasping algorithm. There is a statistical significance (p < 0.05) between the 

results from the unmodified prosthesis and those from the neuromimetic closed-loop tactile 

feedback. There is a statistical significance observed between results from the deactivated 

sensors and those with the tactile feedback for the foam (p = 0.01) and crackers (p = 0.04) 

but not for the other two items.

Using the unmodified prosthesis resulted in the longest trial completion times for the able-

bodied subjects. The normalized completion time changed from 0.89, 0.82, 0.85, and 0.73 

with the deactivated sensors to 0.78, 0.67, 0.82, and 0.72 while using the neuromimetic 

touch feedback for the foam, crackers, cups, and eggs, respectively (Fig. 12a). There is a 

statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between results from using the prosthesis and 

the Compliant Grasping algorithm. This is also true for the results from the deactivated 

sensors and the tactile feedback for the foam and crackers but not for the cups (p = 0.19) or 

the eggs (p = 0.72).

4.1.2 Amputee Subjects—The number of broken objects decreased from 40%, 36%, and 

4% while using a prosthesis to 10%, 10%, and 0% while using a prosthesis with deactivated 

sensors to grab the foam, crackers, and eggs, respectively, for the amputee subjects (Fig. 

11b). Utilizing the tactile feedback with the Compliant Grasping algorithm further decreased 
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the broken foam to 7% while the number of broken crackers and eggs stayed the same. No 

cups were broken by the amputees on any trial.

The normalized completion times while using the prosthesis with the deactivated sensors are 

0.95, 0.82, 1.09, and 1.34 for the foam, crackers, cups, and eggs, respectively. These times 

are reduced to 0.90, 0.84, 0.94, and 1.06 while using active touch feedback control, as seen 

in Fig. 12b.

4.2 Slip Prevention

The average distance slipped by the cylinder during the small (1 N) or large (3.8 N) weight 

addition for the Slip Prevention grasping task was measured and is shown in Fig. 13. All 

instances of slip were less than 1 s in duration. Fig. 14 shows the failed trials, which are 

defined as the cylinder slipping entirely from the grasp of the prosthesis during weight 

addition.

4.2.1 Able-Bodied Subjects—The average distance slipped while using a prosthesis is 

8.3 mm and 25.5 mm for the small (1 N) and large (3.8 N) weight additions, respectively. 

These values are reduced to 1.2 mm and 6.1 mm while using deactivated sensors on the 

prosthesis and further reduced to 0.8 mm and 3.8 mm while using the Slip Prevention 
algorithm (Fig. 13a). 9% of the trials resulted in complete slip (i.e. failure) while using the 

prosthesis during small weight increments and 38% for the large weight increment. Both of 

these failure rates reduced to 3% with the presence of the deactivated sensors and were 

reduced even further to 0% with the neuromimetic algorithm to prevent slip (Fig. 14). There 

is a statistically significant result (p < 0.05) between all trials with the unmodified prosthesis 

and those utilizing the Slip Prevention algorithm; however, this is not the case when 

comparing the results from the prosthesis with deactivated sensors and Slip Prevention. The 

resulting p values for this comparison (deactivated sensors vs Slip Prevention) from the slip 

distance data for the small and large weight increments are 0.24 and 0.19, respectively.

4.2.2 Amputee Subject—While using the unmodified prosthesis, small and large weight 

additions resulted in an average slip distance of 1.5 mm and 1.8 mm, respectively, for the 

amputee subject. The presence of the deactivated sensors reduced the slip distance to 1.0 

mm and 0.9 mm for the small and large weight additions, respectively, while using the 

neuromimetic Slip Prevention resulted in distances of 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm for the same 

weight increments (Fig. 13b). There were no instances of failed trials during this task.

5 Discussion

This system is the first to incorporate active neuromimetic touch feedback algorithms on a 

prosthetic hand. Using event-based spiking activity from force sensors on the fingertips of 

the prosthesis, results from the Compliant Grasping and Slip Prevention algorithms suggest 

the benefit of using such an event-based approach for closed-loop control of a prosthetic 

hand.
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5.1 Compliant Grasping

In general, the Compliant Grasping control strategy appears to benefit the user by reducing 

the number of broken objects during grasping. From Fig. 11, it is clear that the lack of tactile 

feedback makes it difficult to grab delicate objects without breaking them, which has been 

seen in other studies as well [13], [17], [22], while the presence of the neuromimetic tactile 

feedback system reduces the likelihood of objects breaking. Interestingly, the deactivated 

sensors also reduced the number of broken items compared to the unmodified prosthesis, but 

to a lesser degree. This is likely caused by the compliant nature of the sensor surface, thus 

helping distribute any grasping loads over a larger surface area and in turn reducing the 

pressure applied to an object during grasping.

5.1.1 Able-Bodied Subjects—The reduction of broken objects when using the 

deactivated fingertip sensors (Fig. 11a) highlights the effect of the compliant sensor surfaces 

on the grasping performance of the prosthesis; however, the presence of the active 

neuromimetic tactile feedback showed even better performance, specifically for the more 

delicate objects. Similarly with the normalized completion time, the Compliant Grasping 
algorithm has the best performance (Fig. 12a). This enhanced performance can be attributed 

to the RA-like event-based responses for determining the onset of object contact. The 

knowledge of initial contact allows the tactile feedback system to effectively reduce the 

prosthesis grasping force through EMG modulation, which is a function of the SA1-like 

sensor response as described in 2.2.1.

The likelihood of breaking delicate objects during prosthesis grasping was reduced by using 

a force derivative feedback in [17] as well as visual force feedback in [22]; however, this 

neuromimetic tactile feedback approach results in higher success rates for grasping delicate 

objects.

5.1.2 Amputee Subjects—Similarly, there is a reduction in failure rates when handling 

the objects with the deactivated sensors on the prosthesis and a further reduction with the 

neuromimetic algorithm (Fig. 11b). It is interesting to note that the cup was never broken by 

an amputee subject nor were there any failures with the closed-loop tactile feedback for the 

eggs. One possible reason for this is that the amputee subjects are much more experienced 

using their devices and are able to control it with more precision than a naive user, thus they 

are more capable of handling objects that require slightly higher force to break (F > 8 N); 

however, the presence of the neuromimetic tactile feedback was still beneficial to improve 

grasping of objects, specifically those that are very delicate (i.e F ≤ 2 N to break).

There are slight decreases in completion time for all manipulation tasks, except for with the 

egg, while using the Compliant Grasping feedback strategy (Fig. 12b). One amputee subject 

claimed that he was so comfortable operating his prosthesis in an unmodified state, without 

any cosmesis or covering, on a daily basis that adding the fingertip sensors caused 

observable changes in how he used the device, particularly in how quickly he would pick up 

objects. As a result, the active neuromimetic tactile feedback still provides the added benefit 

of reducing the likelihood of breaking objects but may not have a profound effect on the 

time to complete a grasp as many experienced prosthesis users are already proficient 
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regarding the time required to grab and move an object. While this may be the case in 

general, we still observe reduced completion times for the three most delicate objects with 

the presence of the active tactile feedback.

5.2 Slip Prevention

During the Slip Prevention task, the spiking neuromimetic feedback allowed the system to 

noticeably reduce the amount of slip during weight addition to the grasped object (Fig. 13). 

Although the sensors do not isolate the changes in tangential loading during slip, a negative 

spike in R(t) indicates an instance of object slip and leads to a hand reaction to stop the 

object from falling (Fig. 7), not unlike the healthy reflex pathway. This Slip Prevention 
method relies solely on the RA-like sensor signal to monitor and correct for rapid changes in 

the grip force caused by a slipping object. This is similar to actual human behavior where 

adjustments in grip forced are caused by changes in the vertical load of the grasped object 

[35]. Interestingly, it has been shown that the grip force adjustment is proportional to the 

magnitude of the vertical load perturbation but is not related to the preexisting grip force 

[35]. By drawing parallels with biology, our neuromimetic Slip Prevention tactile feedback 

algorithm has demonstrated ability to reduce object slip during grasping with a prosthesis.

Previous studies have shown the ability to prevent object slip [34], [40]. A series of 

experiments that tested ability of a user to produce EMG signals to stop a simulated slip 

showed mean user response times greater than 1.5 s with a success rate not exceeding 30% 

[34]. Although the experimental conditions differ, the neuromimetic feedback system 

showed greater ability in reducing slip failure rates suggesting the importance of prompt 

reaction times. One prosthesis experiment of 20 slip trials resulted in only 1 failure [40]. It 

should be noted that these experiments were performed without human subjects and with a 

limited range of detectable forces. Although the Slip Prevention algorithm didn’t result in 

any slip failures, one possible area of investigation would be the performance of the system 

over a much larger range of slip conditions, such as slip speed.

5.2.1 Able-Bodied Subjects—There is a significant reduction in the distance slipped by 

the grasped object while using a prosthesis with the deactivated sensors; however, there is a 

further reduction with the Slip Prevention feedback control (Fig. 13a). The compliant nature 

of the sensors appears to have the a major impact on preventing slip. This is likely due to the 

increased surface area and friction introduced by the compliant material of the sensor itself; 

however, the closed-loop Slip Prevention algorithm is still beneficial, although not 

significantly so (p > 0.05), in that it is able to further reduce the amount of object slip by 

monitoring the R(t) sensor signal for instances of grip force perturbations. More importantly, 

the active touch feedback successfully prevented any instant of major or complete object slip 

(Fig. 14).

5.2.2 Amputee Subject—There is an obvious decrease in the slip distance when the 

deactivated sensors or on the prosthetic hand, again likely due to their larger coefficient of 

friction than the plastic prosthesis phalanges, and a further decrease when using the Slip 
Prevention feedback (Fig. 13b). Because of the relatively small sample size, any statistical 

backing of these results is unclear; however, these results follow a similar trend to those seen 
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with the able-bodied subjects. The overall small magnitude of the slipped distance as well as 

the lack of any slip failures can be attributed to the amputee’s natural desire to “over grasp” 

the cylinder. When asked about his grasping tendencies, the unilateral amputee indicated that 

it is common for him to naturally use a larger grip force than necessary, especially with a 

sturdy object such as the cylinder used in this experiment, to overcompensate for the lack of 

feedback that is used to prevent object slip. This being the case, small amounts of slip were 

still observed and were reduced when using the event-based neuromimetic algorithm for 

tactile feedback. This suggests that despite an amputee’s best efforts to properly grasp an 

object there are still instances of accidental object slip, which could be mitigated with the 

addition of a biologically inspired neuromimetic Slip Prevention system.

5.3 Active Touch Sensing

The tactile feedback sent to the prosthesis controller directly influences the behavior of the 

limb in order to better complete the current task. Whether handling delicate objects 

(Compliant Grasping) or trying to keep grasped objects steady (Slip Prevention), the sensory 

information from the fingertips plays a key role in the decisions made by the controller. The 

primary goal being that the control of the prosthesis is updated to whatever manner best suits 

the current task. This aspect of the system is analogous to the natural behavior in healthy 

grasping in which rapid and reliable cues are used to control our behavior during such a task 

[24].

This neuromimetic tactile feedback system attempts to use active touch sensing to further 

improve how a prosthetic limb operates by drawing parallels to healthy biological systems, 

specifically our ability to reliably and comfortably manipulate and grab objects.

5.4 General Considerations

Careful consideration must be made before making any comparisons between able-bodied 

and amputee subjects as the two groups are inherently different, but there are a few 

interesting aspects to note. One is the reduction in time to complete the Compliant Grasping 
task. Able-bodied subjects show larger improvements with the addition of the automatic 

event-based tactile feedback algorithm; however this can likely be attributed to the fact that 

they are naive prosthesis users and have a larger room for improvement compared to 

experienced prosthesis users. Experienced prosthesis users are more likely to be efficient in 

terms of their ability to use the unmodified prosthesis, as discussed in 5.1.2. Amputee 

subjects are typically more comfortable with operating a prosthesis and so any changes to 

the device they are already comfortable using could result in reduced performance as the 

modifications are unfamiliar. Despite this possibility, the active touch feedback was still able 

to improve prosthesis grasping.

Another aspect between the two groups is the large difference in the object slip distance. The 

distance slipped during able-bodied trials tends to be an order of magnitude higher than for 

the amputee subject. This is likely due to the higher grasping force of the amputee, as 

mentioned in 5.2.2. This could also be attributed to the able-bodied subjects being naive 

users who are unfamiliar with efficient prosthesis grasping techniques. In fact, data from the 

SA1-like sensor response, S(t), shows that the grasping force for these trials was indeed 
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higher for the amputee subject than it was for the able-bodied subjects. In addition, this 

could potentially be attributed to the different torques produced at the distal end of the 

prosthesis with the addition of weight. Because the brace worn by the able-bodied subjects 

extends further than the user’s arm, a torque is produced by the terminal device, the 

prosthesis, and any added weight, which creates an upward force on the arm of the subject. 

This could potentially cause the user to quickly stabilize his or her arm with an opposing 

force, which would effectively move the prosthesis upward and could allow for additional 

slip of the grasped object.

The physical presence of the fingertip sensors improves the prosthesis grasping 

functionality. The compliant nature of the sensors’ surface provides increased surface area 

during grasping while also increasing the friction between the prosthesis and the target 

object. A similar effect was found in [14] where a majority of prosthesis grasping 

improvements were found to be linked with the compliant nature of the sensors used in the 

tactile feedback control. This fact is not surprising as it has been shown that the compliant 

nature and mechanical deformation of human finger pads work in tandem with the 

mechanoreceptors in the human skin and are used to enhance human grasping [43]–[45].

Studies have shown the benefit of vibrotactile feedback to a user for preventing object slip 

[13], [34]. However, there is a delay with this type of feedback before a user’s reaction. 

Given the short time scale of this particular application (< 1s), it is necessary for direct, 

closed-loop feedback to the prosthesis controller in order for reaction quick enough to 

prevent object slip or damage. There is a possible benefit of combining our neuromimetic 

feedback to the prosthesis controller with feedback to the user; however, it will likely require 

that the feedback to the prosthesis controller trigger the primary response due to the time 

delay of feedback to the user before a reaction.

Grasping and the sense of touch is an extremely complicated biological system that is only a 

portion of the even more complicated neuromuscular system. Our active neuromimetic 

tactile feedback system by no means attempts to model all the neurological aspects of tactile 

feedback during grasping, instead our method focuses on using two key elements to convey 

grasping information – RA and SA1 mechanoreceptor responses. Using this as a model, we 

can extract meaningful information regarding the onset of object contact and release to 

create an event-based detection system for improving prosthesis grasping.

5.4.1 Subjective Evaluation—Both amputee subjects were interviewed after the 

experiments to provide feedback on the proposed method. One subject noted that there was 

no significant perceived difference in their ability to pick up or move objects between the 

various experiments. This subject did indicate that the physical presence of the sensors felt 

awkward in the sense that it changed the thickness of the fingertips and was different than 

what this subject is used to. This subject indicated that a feedback system like this could be 

useful if it was seamlessly integrated with the prosthetic system without affecting the user’s 

normal operation of the device. The biggest drawback for this subject was the added 

thickness of the fingertips due to the presence of the sensors. The subject did agree though 

that the presence of the compliant tactile sensors offered a benefit for reducing broken 

objects. Likewise, the other subject describe a sensation of being able to “feel” the presence 
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of the compliant sensors and their ability to reduce the number of broken objects during 

grasping. This subject indicated that although no feedback was given to the user, the 

compliant nature of the sensors and the feedback to the prosthesis appeared to make it easier 

while grabbing delicate objects.

6 Conclusion

Our novel approach uses RA and SA1-like sensor responses to create a neuromimetic event-

based tactile feedback system, which is shown to offer improvements in grasping over a 

traditional open loop prosthesis system. The primary goal of this investigation is to provide 

tactile feedback to a prosthetic hand by drawing inspiration from nature. In doing so, we 

have successfully shown the added benefit of implementing neuromimetic tactile feedback 

algorithms, Compliant Grasping and Slip Prevention, for not only enhancing ability of 

prosthesis users to pick up and manipulate delicate objects but to also reduce accidental slip 

in objects that are being perturbed by changes in weight. This neuromimetic approach offers 

a new insight into the improvements that can be made towards prosthesis functionality by 

using natural human neurological function as a platform.
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Fig. 1. 
Adaptation of results from [25], this schematic shows the amount of skin indentation (top) 

and typical RA (middle) and SA1 (bottom) responses. RA receptors respond during the 

transient periods of indentation to help indicate contact and release while SA1 receptors 

exhibit a response during sustained indentation.
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Fig. 2. 
System diagram showing the closed-loop nature of the tactile feedback system. The 

prosthesis control unit receives both amputee EMG signals and tactile information before 

sending out a command to the terminal device.
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Fig. 3. 
(a) Textile sensor cuff design, which includes flexible and stretchable materials that allow 

the sensor to be placed on a prosthesis phalanx. Conductive traces act as the sensing 

elements and are protected by an outer fabric layer along with a rubber coating. (b) Sensor 

cuffs are placed on the tips of the thumb, index, and middle fingers of the prosthesis.
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Fig. 4. 
A grasp-hold-release event with tactile feedback. The top plot shows the onset, hold, and 

release of an object grasped by a prosthetic hand. The RA-like tactile response (middle) 

produces a small cluster of positive spikes during the onset of object contact and negative 

spikes during object release. The SA1-like response (bottom) simultaneously measures 

sustained grip force.
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Fig. 5. 
(a) The neuromimetic touch feedback algorithm uses the RA-like sensor response, R(t), 
which is found by passing the force signal (S(t)) through a high pass filter and comparing it 

to the threshold β, to determine the onset of object contact, release, and slip. (b) The 

Compliant Grasping strategy uses object contact to dynamically modulating the user’s EMG 

gain, α, to help prevent grasping objects with excessive force, and (c) uses the same 

neuromimetic RA-like response to monitor and correct for object slip.
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Fig. 6. 
The true EMG gain measured from the prosthesis controller during a prosthesis grasping 

task with increasing grip force and Compliant Grasping. To prevent the EMG signal from 

shrinking to zero, a lower threshold of 20% is placed on the gain.
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Fig. 7. 
The Slip Prevention control strategy uses the biomimetic RA-like sensor response, R(t), 
spikes to monitor for object slip. Instances of slip are identified using this neuromimetic 

approach by measuring the rate of change of the grip force. An instance of slip triggers the 

prosthesis to close to prevent an object from slipping from its grasp.
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Fig. 8. 
(a) A custom brace is used for operation of a prosthetic hand by able-bodied subjects. A pair 

of Otto Bock electrodes (MYOBOCK, Otto Bock healthcare, Minneapolis, USA) are placed 

on the forearm of the subject to collect the EMG signals. (b) The amputee participants used 

their personal prosthetic socket with embedded Otto Bock EMG electrodes.
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Fig. 9. 
A tripod grip is used by the prosthesis for all grasping tasks. For this grip, the thumb as well 

as the index and middle fingers are used to grasp an object.
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Fig. 10. 
The items used for the Compliant Grasping task. From left to right: packing foam, cracker, 

hollow egg, and a polystyrene cup. These common objects, most of which have been used in 

previous grasping studies, were chosen due to their delicate nature [14], [40], [41].
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Fig. 11. 
The average number of broken objects during the Compliant Grasping tests for the (a) able-

bodied and (b) amputee subjects.
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Fig. 12. 
The normalized time to complete a Compliant Grasping tests for the (a) able-bodied and (b) 

amputee subjects. Trial completion times are normalized using the average time to complete 

a task for a particular item using the unmodified prosthesis. Both plots show a decrease in 

the time required to complete item movements while using tactile feedback as an input for 

the control algorithm, with the exception of the eggs for the amputee subjects.
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Fig. 13. 
The average distance the grasped cylinder slipped during the Slip Prevention tests for the (a) 

able-bodied and (b) amputee subjects
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Fig. 14. 
The number of times, as a percentage of the total number of trials, the grasped cylinder fell 

from the prosthesis during the Slip Prevention tests for the able-bodied subjects. There were 

no failed trials during experiments with the amputee subject.
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TABLE 1

Items used in the grasping tasks.

Item Mass (g) Force to Break (N)

Foam 0.19 ± 0.01 >1

Cracker 3.1 ± 0.1 >2

Cup 3.2 ± 0.1 >2

Egg 5.7 ± 0.7 >8
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